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Dana Coverstone Prophecy: Donald Trump May Concede! 

On this program, I want to continue a series analysing the amazing 
visions/ dreams that Pastor Dana Coverstone has been receiving from 

the Holy Spirit primarily about the United States and the election and the 
aftermath of the election and what we can be expecting in the very near 
future. And he did two dream videos last week called the Lincoln Dream 
and the Franklin Dream, and he received the first one, the Lincoln 
Dream on November 9th 2020, and that’s the one I want to talk about 
first.  
 

And in this dream, he is primarily, in my 
opinion talking about Antifa. And in the next 
dream he talks about Black Lives Matter. 
As two of the primary groups within the 
Democrat Party, which are trying to destroy 
the democracy that we know as the United 

States of America, also known as a republic. There is a fine difference 
between democracy and republic which I won’t get into on this program. 
So let’s proceed, and I think we should also understand, that in this first 
dream, that Dana Coverstone received, Lincoln represents, in my 
opinion, Donald Trump. So let’s begin.  

“I saw Abraham Lincoln at the Lincoln Memorial”; in other words, 
this is where Lincoln is portrayed as a statue. Now the Lord could’ve 
shown Dana Coverstone many places where Lincoln is personified but 
He chose the Lincoln Memorial. I believe that is significant; “standing 
up in his seat with his right hand held up and was being addressed 
by Uncle Sam.” Now Uncle Sam is also a symbolic figure and we all 
know he stands for the United States. 

That’s another reason I think that Abraham Lincoln stands for Donald 
Trump. “There were spotlights aimed at his head and he was bathed 
in like this overwhelming light. And on the granite seat where he’d 
been sitting was a stack of law books and on the bottom was a 
simple brown leather rawhide Bible that was larger and thicker than 
any of the other law books on top.” Almighty God is telling us here of 
course is that the Bible is far more important than law books. “His top 
hat, the hat that Lincoln was known for using, was standing on top, 
sitting on top of the law books and it kind of made the stack look 
like a pyramid.” 
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When I first read that and heard Dana Coverstone mention this in his 
dream, I immediately thought of course of the New World Order pyramid 
or the Illuminati pyramid, but that’s a litte bit different. The Illuminati 
pyramid is a trunkated pyramid. The top is cut off and there’s a small 
triangle at the top and of course within that triangle there’s often  the All 
Seeing Eye, and that represents the Antichrist at the top of this One 
World Government. But there’s no truncated pyramid here and in that 
case I believe the pyramid represents the Divine Trinity. This message 
comes from Almighty God.  

“Uncle Sam asked him if he would ‘tell the truth, the whole truth so 
help him God’ and Lincoln said, ‘that’s all you will get from me on 
this day’.”  

And of course Abraham Lincoln was known as “Honest Abe”. He always 
told the truth. He was honest in every respect; another reason why I 
believe he represents Donald Trump. The reason I believe that we see 
the statue of Abraham Lincoln is because, as I say, this first dream is 
about Antifa; and all this past summer, Antifa has been tearing down 
statues of famous Americans, and of course that represents their hatred 
of the United States of America. And make no mistake about it, they are 
of the Democrat Party. So let’s continue. 
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“Uncle Sam walked backwards without turning around and he 
stepped up onto a platform and removed his patriotic hat and he 
whispered the words, “I am sorry” towards Lincoln. Then he shifted 
his eyes to his right and left and then to the right again as if he 
were getting acknowledgement from people behind him.”  

I think we will find that both left and right are against Donald Trump.I 
believe that’s why Uncle Sam looks in both directions. 

“A voice shouted very loudly, ‘get it over with already’.” That 
sounds like Antifa. “And then a hand appeared and pulled the curtain 
along a piece of rope that appeared to be about 50 feet long.” 

I’m not sure if that’s significant or not. 50 of course is a number of Mary’s 
Rosary as far as Catholics are concerned. “(So just pulling a piece of 
rope like this). And this made it appear as if the judge were 
standing in front of a large black backdrop and on each side 
hanging almost like a banner waving down was a tattered American 
flag on a pole.” 

And of course this symbolises that American justice is in tatters. And the 
next verse. I have divided these up into verses. They’re not divided this 
way in Dana Coverstone’s original dream. 

“Lincoln remained standing as if he had never considered even 
sitting on the seat. There were marks on his face like he’d been 
assaulted. He had a sling over his left arm and a bandage around 
his left hand with blood showing through the palm and he kept a 
very stern face but was obviously in slight pain from whatever had 
happened.”  

And of course Antifa has been attacking Donald Trump and Trump 
supporters for the last six or seven months at least. It’s interesting that  

“Uncle Sam cleared his throat three times”; and just like the Trinity, 
that’s an indication that this message is of Divine importance; “and then 
he said, ‘hear ye, hear ye, the accused before you is here to admit 
his crimes publicly and will do so voluntarily; how do you plead Mr 
Lincoln’. (Not President but Mr Lincoln). The President never 
blinked his eyes. He swallowed hard and he said, ‘I won’t’.” 

I think this is prophetic of Donald Trump not conceeding the election. I 
think if we ask Donald Trump right today; Are you going to conceed Mr 
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President? and he would say, I won’t. I believe that is what we are 
seeing in this prophecy. 

“Uncle Sam winked at the President and asked again while 

grimacing in a way to get Lincoln’s attention. ‘I won’t’ was repeated 
and Uncle Sam looked back above and beyond the curtain behind 
him and then looked back wearily, ‘Mr Lincoln, you must make a 
plea’. Lincoln responded by saying, ‘well then, give me a trial by 
jury after I do.’ Lincoln simply looked straight ahead and said 
nothing. Two men then walked up behind Uncle Sam, each went to 
a side, and they whispered in both of his ears and Uncle Sam 
grimaced and he dropped his head as the two men went back 
behind the curtain.” 

Well this sounds very much like the impeachment of Donald Trump. In 
other words, there was no crime mentioned in the impeachment and 
neither high crimes or misdemeanors. And yet the House of 
Representatives, controlled by the Democrats impeached our President. 
The Senate, by the way, if you want my opinion, should never had  
accepted those articles of impeachment and simply sent them back to 
the House and told them they were frauds. There was no high crime or 
misdemeanor mentioned anywhere. 

“Uncle Sam then stood before Lincoln and the crowd of people who 
had appeared near the chair at the memorial. And this crowd was 
aggressive, mean-spirited.” That sounds like the Democrats. “They 
held signs and specifically they had torches in their hands.” Well, 
what have we been seeing all summer long? The Antifa people with 
torches, burning, looting, destroying. That’s what they do. They hate 
America.  

“Lincoln stood taller and closed his eyes slowly after looking both 

to his right and to his left”; again, I believe that Antifa consists of  both 
Democrats and Republicans, that is RINO, Republicans in name only; 
“and at each of the men who stood behind Uncle Sam. And these 
people consisted of federal, elected and appointed officials, 
governors, and judges in their robes. Uncle Sam walked up to 
Lincoln and whispered in his ear and revealed tears running down 
his cheek. He choked back a sob and he said Mr Lincoln you have 
been found guilty by those in power and are sentenced to death by 
hanging for it. 
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Mr Lincoln said, ‘as the former President of this union, I deserve to 
know what I am accused of to begin with. I am an attorney and I 
know what the law says’.” 

Again, it sounds very much like the impeachment of Trump. He wanted 
to know what he was accused of, and the articles of impeachment did 
not accuse him of any high crime or misdemeanor. That was a true 
sham, very much like this trial of Lincoln that was shown to Dana 
Coverstone in this dream.  

“Uncle Sam stated clearly and precisely and with great struggle, 
‘we do not recognize the law of man or of god and simply find you 
worthy of death’.” That sounds like the Democrats. “Your time is over 
and a new dawn awaits those who will dwell on this earth.”  Pie in 
the sky in my opinion. “And at this time the men standing behind 
Uncle Sam came forward and they put a noose around Lincoln’s 
neck and they tightened it. Then they pushed Uncle Sam forward 
while they threw the rope, the end of the rope, over a marble brace 
at the Memorial and they handed the end of the rope to Uncle Sam 
and saluted him.” 

This is a very compelling dream that Dana Coverstone received. 

“Uncle Sam held that rope in his hands for a very long time and he 
wept and then he faced Lincoln and he said, ‘I’m sorry Mr 
President’. And at this statement the men behind him pounded him 
about the head and neck until bruising began to appear in Uncle 
Sam’s head. And they yelled at him and said this, ‘you address him 
as Mr Lincoln, nothing more’.”  

What does that remind you of? That reminds me of a press conference 
that Donald Trump holds. The press have no respect for our president. 
That reminds me of an interesting story about Abraham Lincoln. They 
asked Abraham Lincoln once, what were his greatest stumbling blocks in 
conducting the Civil War,and he said “Southern generals and northern 
newspapers.” I don’t think things have changed too much since then, 
and of course that shows that Abraham Lincoln knew what he was 
talking about. Those southern generals, by the way, were all trained at 
West Point.  

“Uncle Sam looked back at the men and said, ‘you can hang me 
next for what I’ve allowed you to do to my conscience.’ He then 
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started pulling on the rope. President Lincoln stood quietly and 
began to feel the tautness of the rope but he reached backwards 
and began trying to grab something on the seat. As Uncle Sam 
strained to pull and hold the rope, Lincoln was trying to grab his 
Bible. It was pushing the law books off of it. But his fingers were 
slipping off of the binding. He did get a hold of it but the jerking of 
the rope made him drop it to the floor, just as his feet left the floor. 
Lincoln’s eyes showed compassion towards the elected and the 
appointed men in front of him. As Uncle Sam holding the rope tight 
would not look at anything but the floor. It was interesting to note 
in the dream Lincoln never fought back after the Bible slipped from 
his hands.”  

This is key to understanding this dream about President Lincoln / Donald 
Trump. He never fought back after the Bible slipped from his hands. I 
believe this is a prophecy about Donald Trump stopping his fight against 
the Democrats. And this corresponds with Dana Coverstone’s previous 
dream, the Data Dream. Remember in that dream, I showed that Donald 
Trump declined to prosecute Joe Biden, the corrupt Joe Biden. I believe 
this prophecy is telling us the same thing. Donald Trump stops fighting 
when he drops the Bible; when he is no longer following his scripturally 
appointed mission, as far as saving this country goes. And this is what 
many other prophets here on YouTube have said. I think that he will fail 
if he drops the Bible. 

“And now he was just swinging slowly. One of the judges, not the 

federal officials, one of the judges spoke up and said, ‘you can 
drop him now’. And Uncle Sam very slowly and respectfully 
dropped Lincoln to the floor. He looked back at the men and he 
said, ‘I hope you get what you deserve for this’. Then he held his 
chest and he dropped to the floor. He was dead within seconds 
with his eyes wide open. And the crowd began to scatter including 
the elected, the appointed men who had been behind him 
encouraging this whole rotten endeavor.” 

I added that “rotten” word. This is a very powerful dream. 

“At that very moment the man appeared that I had seen in the 
dreams for so often.” Some say it represents the Holy Spirit. I think it 
represents some kind of herald angel. “He knelt down beside 
President Lincoln and said, ‘they didn’t have any idea what they 
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were doing and now the nation needs to brace itself for what they 
deserve’.”  

And this is kind of interesting because here, Lincoln as Trump is likened 

to Jesus. Jesus said very much the same thing. He said “Father, forgive 
them for they know not what they do.” Is this also a reference to Daniel 9 
and the Anointed One, the one who saves Israel? Is Donald Trump the 
Anointed One in Daniel 9, the one who confirms the Abrahamic 
covenant? And we know that Donald Trump has been a great friend of 
Israel, moving our embassy for example from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. 

Many presidents promised to do that. Only Donald Trump fulfilled that 
part of his mission. If he is the Anointed One in Daniel 9, then he 
corresponds to Jesus, and he will be cut off just like Jesus was. That 
doesn’t necessarily mean assassination, but it very well could. The Deep 
State, which is also the Scarlet Beast by the way, hates Donald Trump, 
and if they’re willing to cheat and steal the election, they certainly 
wouldn’t mind committing an assassination. 

“He then walked over to Uncle Sam, closed his eyes tenderly, and 
tapped the heart area three times and he said, ‘rest in peace, Uncle 
Sam, sorry you had to see the ship go down’.” That’s the United 
States. “Then the man looked right at me in the dream and he said, 
‘nation (specifically nation) brace yourself for fire and ice and don’t 
forget to anchor your soul’.” 

And that is the conclusion of this dream and obviously I think that 
statement shows that Lincoln must be representing Trump, because why 
would this death of Lincoln, and of course Lincoln was assassinated; 
why would this have to do with the nation today? Unless Lincoln 
represented Donald Trump. And you know there is a curse on presidents 
who are elected in a year that ends with a zero. Many have been 

assassinated. And I, of course pray that Donald Trump is not a victim of 
that curse.  

And the figure mentions, to the nation, brace yourself for fire and ice. 
The United States is primarily Babylon in the Book of Revelation. And 
what that means is that we will be burned with fire, and the Scarlet Beast 
is the one that burns the harlot. And the scarlet beast is represented by 
the Left, Antifa and Black Lives Matter; the Democrat Party. They 
represent the Deep State, the Scarlet Beast. Can we overcome this 
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Bible prophecy? And can we overcome this dream which  the Holy Spirit 
gave us through Dana Coverstone? 

So now let’s look at the next dream 

which Dana Coverstone uploaded soon 
after he uploaded the Lincoln Dream 
and that is the Franklin Dream, which 
he received on the November 16th and 
these two are related. As I said, the first 
dream showed us how Antifa is trying 

to destroy our civilization. In this dream we see how Black Lives Matter 
is referenced. 

“I saw Benjamin Franklin outside at night 
flying a kite among very stormy skies, 
lightning in the background, strong winds 
and a very, very light rain. But the kite was an 
American flag.” 

Once again I believe Dana Coverstone’s Dreams 
are all about America and the election and the 
aftermath of the election.  

“And that American flag seemed to be covered in a type of oil or at 
least it had like a greasy sheen on it. At the end of the kite was a 
globe, a small globe, attached to a chain almost like a key chain 
you would have, okay. So hanging off the flag, off the kite, wasn’t a 
key like Benjamin Frankin used when he first did his search for 
electricity and things like that, and what was in lightning. It was just 
a globe attached to a chain at the end of the kite.” 

Verse 2 of this dream: 

“Franklin was holding the kite very steady in the rain. He was 
watching the lightning around him with very wide open eyes 
because he was paying attention where the lightning was obviously 
anticipating a strike on something. Suddenly this hand appears out 
of the heavens,” obviously the Hand of God, “it grabs the flag and it 
squeezes; the hand squeezes around the flag in a very rough 
manner. It’s just like this, grabbing and squeezing almost violently. 
And the globe was hanging like underneath his hand. You couldn’t 
see the flag in the hand of God who was squeezing the flag but 
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there was a chain running out and down and the globe was hanging 
out. And so as the hand was squeezing the globe was shaking.  

That globe was hanging in his hand and flowing out of that 

squeezed hand was that mix of like oil and water. It was a sheen, it 
was just like the sheen you would see on an ocean if there’s been 
an oil spill on a body of water. And as it squeezed out of the big 
hand it just kind of rolled over the globe and fell back to the earth. 
And the rain and the lightning behind it was illuminating. It was like 
oil was coming from heaven instead of rain because of the sheen 
that was on the flag.” 

And I noticed here that the significance of the oil I think is, because oil is 
very often used in religious ceremonies. I think that’s why God would 
rain oil down on the Earth. 

“The hand kept squeezing, rolling back and forth like this. 
Squeezing and rolling back and forth with the flag inside. There 
was sifting going on inside that hand. You could hear things like 
shifting and sorting and moving in the hand. And then the rain 
stopped and the hand opened up to reveal several large, and I do 
mean large, diamonds; there were large chunks of what appeared 
to be coal.”  

Now the coal, I’m sure here, being black in color represents, Black Lives 
Matter. And just to make sure that I’m not accused of being racist; 
obviously not all African/American belong to Black Lives Matter, very, 
very few. And in fact Donald Trump achieved a greater percentage of 
the black folk this time than any Republican, I believe in previous history, 
and he did many more, much more for African/ Americans in this country 
than for example Barack Obama. And I think that’s why he got such a 
large percentage of their vote. But Black Lives Matter is a political 

organisation supporting the Democrats, and they use the word “black” in 
their title because that allows them to accuse anyone of being racist if 
you are against the Black Lives Matter. So it’s very clever on their part. 
Well Almighty God Is not racist. He created all of us and He used coal to 
represent Black Lives Matter because of the color black. 

“That’s what it looked like to me; large chunks of coal. But there 
was also a lot of trash in that palm, almost like it was covering the 
diamonds. And then God reached down and just went with His 
hand, with His breath, and a lot of that trash just went flying away 
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from His hand and the only things left in His hand were the 
diamonds and the coals.” 

Now what do the diamond and the coals represent? I believe they 

represent the separation of the sheep from the goats, and let’s continue. 

“And then he lowered His hand to the Earth and He rolled out the 
items in His hand and the diamonds were about the size of 
vehicles,” (that’s interesting,) “and the coal pieces were about the 
size of large boulders. The coal was not as big as the diamonds 
and they were each laying on this beautiful, green, luscious, 
healthly looking grass and the diamonds were shining in their 
brilliance.” 

This is the same contrast between the sheep and goats. The diamonds 
are brilliant; the coal is smaller because they should not be as significant 
as the diamonds, and they fall on this beautiful green grass. “It was still 
night, it wasn’t daytime now, it was still night. The rain had 
stopped, it was still dark but the coal had no shimmer had no glory 
about it.” These are the goats; “It just stood out though in great 
contrast to the diamonds.” 

And this dream about Black Lives Matter is paired with the dream about 
Antifa. That’s why these two dreams about Lincoln and Franklin are 
paired together. These are the two groups, that all summer long have 
been burning, looting, murdering, destroying statues; these two dreams 
very aptly describe these two groups. 

“But you could see that they’d been squeezed but had not made 
the cut into diamonds. So there was, you could see the intention; 
this coal had been pushed as well, had been squeezed.” And 
Almighty God tries to make diamonds out of all of us, even Black Lives 
Matter people. “And Franklin was standing there admiring the scene 
and he solemnly said just very clearly, ‘I guess we are no longer a 
republic’.”  

Well isn’t that an interesting reaction from Benjamin Franklin to have 
seen the diamonds and the coal . Why would he say that? This is the 
key, in my opinion, to understanding this dream. What does it mean, that 
there is no republic, when there are both diamonds and coal?  
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In other words, the United States today cannot see a difference between 
sheep and goats, between diamonds and coal, or as the Masons would 
say between Jesus and Lucifer. They claim that Jesus and Lucifer are 
brothers. And that is the problem with America. That’s why we are no 
longer a republic. We no longer have free elections for example. 

In a true republic, and up until now, America has already understood the 
difference between good and evil. It is never put organisations like Black 
Lives Matter on a par with ligitimate organisations. You would never 
have mayors in Democrat run cities allowing stores to be burned and 
looted, police cars to be overturned.  

It’s interesting that the Holy Spirit used a vehicle to represent the 
diamonds. And that’s what Black Lives Matter did all summer long, they 
were overturning police cars. And not just Black Lives Matter, all of the 
Democrat supporters in each big city. They wanted to destroy American 
civilization, and of course that’s prophesied in Revelation, because the 
Scarlet Beast burns America with fire in one hour. The next verse: 

“And the Father spoke and said, ‘no it’s mine now, no it’s mine 
now, as is the whole earth’.” And this means that we are almost if not 

in the Millenium. 

“And Franklin asked, ‘where did the globe go that was attached to 
the flag?’ And the Father spoke and said, ‘it’s still being pressured 
for now but will be released in good time’. And then He said, 
‘Franklin keep your glasses on, your eyes sharp and stay 
committed to the captain’.” 

And the captain of course is Almighty God and His Son, our Lord Jesus 
Christ. And that is the message that we have to take from it. We are no 
longer in a republic, but we have to recognise that God is taking 
command and we are about to see Armageddon. That just preceeds the 
Millenium, and this will be a spiritual battle. I believe though, that is the 
message given to us through these two dreams about Lincoln and 
Franklin. They are very sobering dreams, but I believe they do come 
from the Holy Spirit.  


